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Executive Summary

A Break from the Past

Qualcomm MEMS Technologies, Inc.’s mirasol® display is poised to transform the $100 billion* display industry and move beyond the considerable limitations of current display technologies. This next-generation display technology will open new market opportunities for device manufacturers, operators and content developers who are seeking new and compelling products to drive profit and market share.

This paper will contrast and compare mirasol displays with today’s prevailing display technologies: liquid-crystal (LCD), organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), electrophoretic (EPD) and cholesteric liquid-crystal (ChLCDs) displays. It will focus primarily on the fast-growing small- to medium-size display arena where the mirasol display will have its first application when it goes into production.

Unlike LCD, OLED, EPD or ChLCD displays, Qualcomm’s mirasol display is based on biomimetics, or technology imitating nature. The natural phenomenon that makes a butterfly’s wings or a peacock’s feathers shimmer and give off their strikingly rich colors is the same quality that gives mirasol displays their color. Microscopic structures on the wings and feathers create vivid colors by causing light to interfere with itself, hence the term interferometric. Using this natural iridescent effect, Qualcomm is creating the next generation of information display technology. It is important to note that the mirasol display screen reflects light rather than transmitting it. As the following discussion points out, this has major advantages for users and manufacturers of small portable devices. Qualcomm’s mirasol display incorporates Interferometric Modulation (IMOD) technology which differs from LCD, OLED, EPD and ChLCD in another important way: it is a micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) that requires neither organic materials nor backlighting to operate. As this paper will discuss, these two distinctions give mirasol displays their greatest competitive advantages—power savings and sunlight viewability.

With demanding new mobile applications, such as full-motion video and animation on the horizon, the display industry has a significant need for a display that will accommodate these applications while consuming less power and providing a convergent user experience. Displays like the mirasol display, based on IMOD technology, stand to gain a share of this market as the technology introduces significant advantages for both consumers and manufacturers in an industry where competitors are under considerable pressure to overcome the limitations of current technologies.

*DisplaySearch, Quarterly Worldwide FPD Forecast Report for 2007 (Q1, 2006)
The mirasol® Display Advantage

Demand for portable electronic devices continues to grow, and new applications encouraging constant usage require components that consume less power than current prevailing technologies can provide. For example, Qualcomm’s MediaFLO™ technology will enable users to watch high-performance video on portable devices – but applications such as this need a display offering superior viewability and frugal power consumption.

mirasol displays have the following advantages for the consumer:

- Low power consumption – mirasol displays use just a fraction of the power needed by conventional technologies. mirasol displays need little or no power-draining illumination in most viewing environments. And because the mirasol display does not demand continuous refreshing, once an image has been written to the display, very little power is required to sustain it.

- Readability – mirasol displays have approximately the same contrast ratio and reflectivity as a newspaper, making it easy to read in almost all lighting situations.

- Response time – The fast response time of mirasol displays reduces blurring when viewing fast-moving video and gaming animation applications. mirasol display’s response time is 10 to 1000 times faster than competitive LCD technologies.

- Thinner and lighter – The lack of a backlight has the potential to significantly reduce the module size and weight, making it especially useful for mobile applications such as cameras, mobile phones, games, PDAs and GPS units.

- Scalable – Once mirasol displays are perfected for smaller screens, they will be scalable to larger applications such as TVs and outdoor digital signs.

mirasol displays benefit from the following industry advantages:

- Little or no retooling to manufacture – mirasol displays can be made on existing FPD (flat-panel display) assembly lines using existing materials.

- Low-risk adoption into standard mobile systems due to industry-standard interfaces.

- Qualcomm’s commitment – The company is making the investment necessary to make IMOD technology a successful competitor in the display industry, including a dedicated MEMS Research and Innovation Center in San Jose, California.

- New market opportunities – Now that mirasol displays have brought instant access, low-power consumption, an intuitive interface and a smaller form factor to the user experience, manufacturers and content developers can create compelling new ways to help users organize their lives, keep up with news and other interests, play games, watch videos, and so on.
Competitive Analysis

There are four primary approaches to flat-panel displays as shown in Figure 1. Transmissive displays work by modulating a source of light, such as a backlight, using an optically active material such as a liquid-crystal mixture. Emissive displays such as OLEDs make use of organic materials to generate light when exposed to a current source. Reflective displays work by modulating ambient light entering the display and reflecting it off of a mirror-like surface. Until recently, this modulation has typically been accomplished using liquid-crystal mixtures or electrophoretic mixtures. Finally, transflective displays are a hybrid combination of a transmissive and reflective display. This technology was developed to provide sunlight viewability for transmissive displays. Being a compromise however, this type of display technology offers a compromised viewing experience.

Reflective displays were invented primarily to address the shortcomings of transmissive and emissive displays, namely power consumption and poor readability in bright environments. Since transmissive LCDs require a power-hungry backlight and OLEDs require a constant power source to generate light, it makes it difficult for designers of these technologies to reach one of the ultimate goals of mobile display technology: reducing power consumption. This is especially important for battery-powered portable devices such as mobile phones, PDAs, digital music players, digital cameras, GPS units and mobile gaming devices. With efficient use of ambient light, reflective displays eliminate the backlight unit and offer both significant power savings and a thinner display module. Battery-powered devices with 10-inch or smaller diagonal displays comprise the fastest-growing segment of the $92 billion (2006) display market. According to DisplaySearch, this segment is expected to reach $29 billion in 2009.

Given that the small-display market has huge potential and even greater demands for technological refinement, it’s no surprise that it is crowded with various solutions by companies large and small. Figure 2 shows where mirasol displays reside among the many technologies that are in use or in development for the portable phone and PDA industries alone.
Figure 1. Primary Approaches to Flat-Panel Electronic Displays

Figure 2. mirasol Display’s Relative Position in the Display Technology Landscape
Figure 3 illustrates the basic structure of an IMOD pixel. The pixel consists of a glass substrate which is coated with thin films. Beneath the glass is a reflective conductive membrane which is separated from the glass by a thin air gap. When a voltage is applied to the membrane and the thin films on the glass, the membrane experiences electrostatic attraction and is drawn towards the glass. This state is called the collapsed state and the pixel appears black as the light entering is shifted to the UV spectrum. The application of a lower voltage level returns the membrane to the original position, called the open state. In this state the pixel appears bright and colored. This color is generated by interference of light, a process which is much more efficient than using color filters. Figure 4 illustrates the superior efficiency of the mirasol display when compared to color filter-based reflective displays.
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Figure 4. mirasol Display’s Reflectivity in Relation to LCDs

The display constructed of IMOD pixels in Figure 3 will be bichrome—that is, it can display any two colors. Full-color versions of IMOD displays, as shown in Figure 5, will be brought to market after the initial bichrome displays. They will use the same operating principle as bichrome displays, but will consist of grids of red, green and blue color subpixels that together can produce full color using spatial dithering. Spatial dithering divides a given subpixel into many smaller addressable elements, and drives the individual elements separately in order to obtain the gray levels.

Figure 5. mirasol Display Color Pixel Structure
The low power advantage of the mirasol display is due to the mechanical structure of the IMOD pixel. There is a hysteresis effect in the electro-optical function of the mirasol display as shown in Figure 6. As a result, it requires very little power to maintain either one of its two states. This feature, called bistability, allows a mirasol display constructed of IMOD pixels to maintain an image with near-zero power consumption.

A mirasol display can be manufactured on current FPD manufacturing lines. In fact, it actually can use a subset of LCD manufacturing due to its simpler structure. The IMOD element of a mirasol display provides functionalities that would require three separate elements in a LCD, each of which require multiple processing steps. First, the modulation is accomplished via the movable membrane rather than the liquid-crystal. Second, the color is generated using the air gap rather than color filters. Finally, the hysteresis provides the memory unit that a TFT provides in a LCD.

Figure 6. Hysteresis Effect in an IMOD Pixel in a mirasol display
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**IMOD Technology vs. LCD**

A mirasol display’s relative simplicity, low power usage and outdoor viewing characteristics make it a compelling replacement for LCDs. In the initial stages the mirasol display will compete primarily with monochromatic (MSTN) and color super twisted nematic (CSTN) displays, used in portable devices.

First brought to light in 1968, LCD technology has rapidly gained a foothold in the display market. Continuous improvements to the chemical mixtures and display-drive electronics, as well as optical films, have overcome the initial problems of the STN-based displays, namely low contrast and low resolution. While scientists continue to work on reducing the power requirements and improving the sunlight readability of the STN- and TFT-type LCDs, limitations inherent in the technology are making it difficult to achieve meaningful improvements.

Figure 7. Inner Structure of an LCD Pixel

Figure 7 shows the complexity of an LCD. Note the extensive use of optical films such as polarizers and color filters, as well as the thin film transistor element which itself requires several process steps to fabricate. Since LCDs work with polarized light, the necessity of using a polarizer limits the amount of light that is reflected or transmitted from the display—at least 50% of light is discarded by the polarizer. The additional layers, such as the color filter, reduce light even further—a typical LCD will only transmit six percent of the light it has the potential to use. Consequently, today’s LCDs require brighter backlights in order to be readable, whether in total darkness or in the bright sunlight. These brighter backlights lead to greater power consumption. Since a mirasol display operates as a reflective display, powered illumination is only needed when incident light falls below a level that would make reading a newspaper difficult. Currently, backlighting for LCDs is the single biggest power draw in portable displays. This is especially true in bright environments where the backlight has to be switched to the brightest mode. The fact that mirasol displays do not require extra illumination in these environments gives them a big power-consumption advantage. If supplemental lighting is required, in a dark room for example, mirasol displays would still require only one-half to one-third the power needed by an LCD display.
Given how difficult it is to view a typical transmissive LCD in a sunlit environment, LCD developers have been working diligently on reflective LCDs. Today, there are a number of portable devices using transflective LCDs. The transflective display was invented to improve the performance of the transmissive LCD outdoors, where bright ambient light quickly overpowered the LCD backlight, making the display hard to read. It was also configured to address the shortcomings of a purely reflective LCD in a dark environment. The transflective display employs a reflector that lets some light through from a backlight. Using such an element, the display can be used in the dark where the backlight provides illumination through the partly transmissive reflecting element. In the bright outdoors, the backlight can be switched off to conserve power and the mirrored portion of the reflector allows the LCD to be viewed by making use of the ambient light. Theoretically, the transflective display appears to fix the shortcomings of the purely reflective and transmissive displays. But in reality, this approach is a compromise and offers a rather poor viewing experience.

Qualcomm MEMS Technologies, Inc.’s mirasol displays are considerably less complex than LCDs. As described in the previous section, the IMOD element in a mirasol display is bistable and the display can therefore maintain a given image without the need for continuous power. Bistability also leads to a significant amount of power savings when compared to an LCD, which has to be continuously driven as many as 60 times a second in order to prevent the display from losing the image. In addition to the power savings, the mirasol display provides a better viewing experience when compared to the LCD.

Before we define a better viewing experience, we must look at the factors which affect it. A human’s visual perception is strongly related to two elements: luminance and contrast. Luminance is simply the amount of light reaching the eye. This could include light being emitted or reflected by the display. Contrast is the ratio of the luminance of the bright pixel in a display to the dark pixel. If no light is being emitted from a display, one will not see an image and the contrast ratio will be one. Similarly, if the display is reflecting a lot of light in both the bright and dark state, the contrast ratio will again be poor and the image will again be unreadable.
The problem with LCD displays in bright environments is that the amount of light being transmitted is about the same as the ambient light around it. At the same time, the bright ambient light overpowers the dark pixels, making them appear brighter and reducing the contrast ratio to close to one, thereby making the display unreadable. But in the case of a mirasol display, its pixel is reflective and will reflect all the ambient light when driven to the bright state and in the dark state is able to significantly reduce the reflected light. This provides a contrast ratio very similar to an easily readable black-and-white newspaper—an 8:1 ratio with 60% reflectivity. A mirasol display typically exhibits a contrast ratio of 10:1 with reflectivity on the order of 50%. So while LCDs experience significant viewability issues, a mirasol display’s reflectivity provides an optimum viewing experience for the user.

An additional benefit of the mirasol display is switching speed. If the displayed image is rapidly changing, it is important that the display pixel changes its state from black to white or vice versa on the order of a few milliseconds or faster. If the pixel takes any longer, the human eye will perceive the switch as an effect typically referred to as motion blur. An IMOD pixel in a mirasol display is able to change its state in roughly 10 microseconds, as compared to a STN display pixel which takes roughly 10 milliseconds. The IMOD pixel is approximately 1000 times faster. This translates directly to an improved, sharper-looking image. Qualcomm believes that demand for video applications on portable devices will increase significantly over the next few years. Fast display-response times will be critical for optimum viewability. IMOD technology found in mirasol displays is expected to handle 15 frames per second in the early products and 30 frames per second in the later versions.

Portable devices are subject to environmental extremes that can affect LCDs, which usually operate in the 10- to 30-degree Celsius range and which are limited by changes in viscosity of the liquid-crystal material. Here again, a mirasol display’s simplicity gives it an advantage, because it can operate in extremes from minus 30 to plus 70 degrees Celsius. Another advantage mirasol displays have over LCDs are that mirasol displays are impervious to UV exposure.

Additional advantages of mirasol displays compared to current LCD displays include a wider, more symmetric viewing angle, faster video response and a larger operational temperature range.
IMOD Technology vs. OLED

Since IMOD components in mirasol displays can be built on a subset of FPD fab lines, the mirasol display’s manufacturing costs are expected to ramp quickly downward as volume increases. OLEDs, on the other hand, require completely new fab facilities.

Perhaps the mirasol display’s greatest advantage over OLEDs, especially in the battery-powered, small-screen arena is that in order to be visible, the OLED must be powered continuously. OLEDs, then, typically consume around 200mW, compared to 10s of microwatts for mirasol displays without supplemental lighting (display in hold state showing static image).

OLEDs offer several advantages over LCDs. However, the technology has not gained a major foothold for several reasons. The cons will be discussed on the next page while the pros will be reviewed here. The basic OLED cell structure is comprised of a stack of thin organic layers that are sandwiched between a transparent anode and a metallic cathode. When a current passes between the cathode and anode, the organic compounds emit light (see Figure 8.) The obvious advantage is that OLEDs are like tiny light bulbs, so they don’t need a backlight or any other external light source. They’re less than one-third the bulk of a typical color LCD and about half the thickness of most black-and-white LCDs. The viewing angle is also wider, about 160 degrees. OLEDs also switch faster than LCD elements, producing a smoother animation. Once initial investments in new facilities are recouped, OLEDs can potentially compete at an equal or lower cost than incumbent LCDs.

Figure 8. Structure of an OLED Pixel
Despite these advantages, OLEDs have experienced slow acceptance in the industry for a variety of reasons. First, they have a relatively short lifespan and as power/brightness is increased the life is reduced dramatically. This is especially true for the blues, which lose their color balance over time. Low manufacturing yields have also been a problem, keeping the cost of production relatively high. As OLEDs are susceptible to water and oxygen contamination, during manufacturing they need to be encapsulated and sealed against the elements adding significant cost and complexity. In addition, only low resolution OLED displays can use passive matrix backplanes and higher resolutions require active matrices, which need to be highly conductive since OLEDs are current driven. Typically, low temperature poly silicon (LTPS) backplanes are used which adds cost and complexity. These conductors are also highly reflective requiring the OLED designers to add a circular polarizer on the front of the display reducing the efficiency of the display and increasing the cost. Finally, as is the case with all emissive displays, OLED displays have poor readability in environments such as the bright outdoors.

**IMOD Technology vs. EPD**

Electrophoretic (EPD) displays use the concept of electrophoresis, which is the movement of an electrically charged object under the influence of an electric field, in order to display information. The charged object is typically a tiny ball the diameter of a human hair. It is typically black on one side and white on the other, or it can be tiny capsules filled with charged white particles suspended in colored oil. The application of an electric field changes the orientation of these objects, thereby making the display pixel appear black or white when viewed with reflected light.

This technology has been successfully implemented by several companies and displays using this technology offer a comparable level of readability, wide viewing angle and bistability as an IMOD-based display. However, these displays are currently not capable of offering full color at a high level of reflectivity. In order to display color it is necessary to use color filters, which results in a significant drop in display brightness and readability. Switching speeds are also much slower than those of an IMOD element used in mirasol displays. A transition from black to white requires a state change in which a physical object has to move through a viscous fluid. Because of this inherently slow process, an electrophoretic display is typically very slow to update (on the order of 500 milliseconds or slower), making it unsuitable for video applications.

![Figure 9. Inner Structure of an Electrophoretic Display](image-url)
**IMOD Technology vs. ChLCD**

Cholesteric LCDs (ChLCDs) are based on a type of liquid-crystal which has a very tightly wound spiral structure, with a pitch on the order of the wavelength of light. This material has the unique ability to reflect light of certain wavelengths (depending on the pitch) and as a result appear colored. When an electric field is applied to the material, it can be switched into a state where the spiral structure is broken and, as a result, the material appears translucent. If a display similar to a reflective STN display is constructed using this material, the rear substrate does not need to be reflective. In fact, it can be tinted black so that when the material appears translucent, the viewer actually sees a black pixel. Displays constructed as such have the ability to produce a bichrome image. In order to produce full-color displays, these displays are usually stacked one on top of the other, with each display producing red, green or blue.

![Figure 10. ChLCD Structure](image)

ChLCD-based reflective displays are just as viewable and bistable as the mirasol display. However since producing color requires stacking, the modules are rather thick and the costs are higher. This stacking can also lead to image artifacts due to parallax error and dull-looking colors—when light reaches the bottom layer, the quality of the display depends on the efficiency of the two displays on top of it. In order to reduce parallax, the substrates can be made thin, but this increases the module cost. Stacking also leads to alignment issues during manufacturing, because three individual displays must be aligned pixel to pixel. Display operation is also rather slow because the ChLCD has to break and build up the spiral structure when switching states. This limits the display’s refresh rate and prevents video rate displays.
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Figure 11. Summary Comparisons between mirasol Displays and its Competitors

Conclusion

Qualcomm’s experience in the mobile phone industry, in addition to consumer research, has shown us that consumers will continue to demand and quickly adopt mobile products with an Always-On display, smooth video response, sunlight viewability and extended battery life. Qualcomm’s mirasol display will not only replace existing technologies, it will transform the industry by changing user expectations and behavior. Its distinct advantages over LCDs, transmissive technologies and OLEDs emissive technologies, coupled with Qualcomm’s commitment to be a major player in portable displays, makes the mirasol display a serious contender in the display space.

For manufacturers of displays and products that use them, mirasol displays present an attractive, low-risk alternative to advanced LCD, OLED and EPD display technologies. Because mirasol displays conform to interconnect standards for most of today’s small-display applications, it can be designed efficiently into future products.